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Correspondence

Glacial isostasy and water
depths in the Late Devensian
and Holocene on the Scottish
Shelf west of the Outer Hebrides

lntrodr¡ction

Peacock et a/. (1992) examined two radiocarbon-dated
vibrocores taken from south of St Kilda on the Scottish
continental shelf, west of the Outer Hebrides, for palaeoen-

vironmental changes. They concluded that water depths at

about 13000 y BP were about 40 m, shallower than the
100-110 m suggested by the Barbados sea-level curve of
Fairbanks (1 989), and that the rapid rise in sea-level occurring
at the latter location is not seen in the St Kilda evidence.
Instead, sea-level appears to have remained nearly constant
through the Windermere Interstadial, and they suggested that
'either the palaeontological evidence for depth is in error or
that current views concerning the balance between isostasy
and eustasy on the Scottish continental shelf require revision.'
No model for glacial isostasy in this region was presented,
however, and the purpose of this note is to examine such a
model based on a recent comprehensive analysis of the
glacial rebound of Creat Britain. The conclusion reached is
that the palaentological evidence for water depth from the St
Kilda cores is wholly consistent with models of glacio-hydro-
isostasy and global eustasy and that the observations of
Peacock et a/. provide good palaeoenvironmental indicators'

The glacial hydro-isostatic rebound

The glacial rebound and sea-level change model of Lambeck
(1993a,b) is based on a rigorous formulation of isostasy and
includes contributions from the glacial rebound of Creat
Britain and the more distant ice sheets of Fennoscandia and
Laurentia as well as the hydro-isostatic effects of the meltwater
added into the oceans. Earth rheology parameters describing
the response to the changing surface loading have been
inferred by comparing the model predictions with more than
400 observations of past sea-levels around the Brit ish shore
and searching through a very large range of possible Earth
models for an optimum solution. One input into the model
is the spatial and temporal distribution of the Brit ish ice sheet
since middle Devensian time. The adopted ice model
is constrained in part by glacial and 

'geomorphological

observations and in part by the sea-level observations
themselves. Thus the existence of a large ice sheet over the
North Sea after about 22OOO y BP is excluded (see also
Lambeck, 1991) and the maximum ice thickness at the time

of the last glacial maximum is unlikely to have exceeded
about 1500 m. Also, a thick ice sheet over the Outer Hebrides
and the western shelf of Scotland, as in the maximum
reconstruct¡on of Boulton et al. (1977), for example, is
excluded because this leads to predictions of elevated
Holocene shorelines for the Outer Hebrides, whereas, with
the possible exception of northern Lewis, such features are
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Figure 1 (a) Predicted sea-level variations at the tvvo core s¡tes,

571-Ogl\g and 571-O9/46, based on the glacio-hydro-isostatic

model of rebound and eustasy. (b) Predicted water depths at the

two locations from the time of the last glacial maximum at about

220OO yr BP to the present.
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Figure 2 lce limits, predicted isobases and bathymetry across the continental shelf west of northern Scotland at (a and b) the time of
maximum glaciat ion (ca.220OO yr BP) and (c and d) during the Windermere Interstadial (ca. 14000-13000 yr Bp). The present bathymerry
is i l fustrated in (a) and the palaeobathyme(y for the two epochs is i l lustrated in (b) and (d). Depth contours correspond to 20,50,1ó0, ISO
and 200 m. The sea-level isobases are shown in (a) and (c) and the contour interval is 25 m. The model ice limits for the two epochs are
shown in (b) and (d) by the thick lines. Shading in (a) and (c) refers to the present land areas as defined by the ETOpO-S data base. Shaded
areas in (b) and (d) indicate areas above sea-level at the corresponding past epochs. The two points in (a) show the locations of the twrr
cores.
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not observed (e.g. Binns et al., 1974; Jardine, 1977; Ritchie,
1985). In the adopted ice model, the Outer Hebrides is
assumed to support its own ice sheet with a maximum ice
thickness of about 400 m (e.8. Peacock, 1980, 1991). The
extent of the model ice sheet into the Sea of the Hebrides
and the Malin Sea is less extensive (Davies et a/', 1984) than
assumed by Boulton et a/. (1 977) or Andersen (1981). (The

adopted ice sheet l imits in the Hebrides region are i l lustrated
in Fig. 2 below.) The eustatic sea-level (defined as the change
in ocean volume divided by the ocean surface area) at the
time of maximum glaciation is . l 30 m in the model (Nakada

and Lambeck,  19BB).
The glacial rebound model predicts the positions of past

sea-level relative to the present level. This quantity A((Ö,t) is
a function of position $ and time t, measured with respect
to the present, and it can vary rapidly both spatially and
temporally for sites near or within former ice-sheet margins.
At a location such as for the St Kilda cores, the main
contributions to the Late-glacial sea-level change come from
the crustal rebound upon the removal of the Brit ish ice sheet
and from the eustatic sea-level change produced by the
melting of the larger ice sheets. However, contributions from
the Fennoscandian rebound and from the crustal adjustment
to water-loading can also be significant, and are included in
the model results presented here (Lambeck, 1993a). Figure 1a
il lustrates the predicted change that would be observed by
sea-level gauges at the locations of the two corcs, 571-09/Bg
and57l-09146, since the time of maximum glaciation. Because
of the delayed response of the mantle to the surface loading
(in this case the glacial loading part of the cycle) the maximum
sea-level change occurs sometime after the time of maximum
glaciation. More relevant in the present context than A((Ö,t),
however, is the water depth H(Ö,t), and the two quantities
are related by

H ( ô , Ð : H o ( ó )  - a ( ( ö , 0

where Ho(ó) is the present water depth at S. This function
is i l lustrated in Fig. 1b for the two core sites. The present
water depths at the sites are about 155 m, although mean
depths over 5' squares for the tvvo sites from the ETOPO-S
data base (NOAA, 1985) average about 140 m, and this latter
value is used in Fig. 1b. The water-depth trend predicted by
the rebound model is characterised by a nearly constant sea-
level  f rom about  18000 to 13000 y BP, dur ing which t ime
the isostatic contributions to sea-level change are about
equal, but of opposite sign, to the eustatic change. This is
followed by a gradual increase in water depth into early
Flandrian time. The prediction is similar to the change in
water depth after about 15000 y BP inferred by Peacock et
al. (1992). The predicted water depth is somewhat greater
than the 40 m observed, although Peacock et a/. emphasise
that this is a notional depth only and the difference may not
be very significant.

Based on comparisons of l imited observations with the
model oredictions of sea-level for northern Scotland (the

Moray Firth and Wester Ross areas), the model does appear
to contain insufficient ice north of about the Great Clen
(Lambeck, 1993b). This is consistent with the above result
of predicted depths greater than the 'observed' palaeo-water-
depths as well as with the inference dra¡vn by Peacock et
al. (1992) of an ice l imit that may have extended significantly
further to the west than assumed in the model. Additional
information on palaeo-water-depths from the shelf area, as
well as sea-level-change information from the Outer Hebrides
and St Kilda island itself. are desirable in order to constrain

better the ice-sheet dimensions from glacial rebound consider-
ations.

Figure 2 i l lustrates the predicted palaeobathymetry for the
western Scottish continental shelf at Nvo epochs, at the time
of maximum glaciation at 22000 y BP and at 13000 y BP
when water depths were near their minimum level in this
region. (These results are based on the above relation, on
the 5' topographic and bathymetric data base ETOPO-S, and
on the coastl ine geometry of DMA (1992\. Limitation in the
topography data base for land areas results in the distortion
of the topographic images of some islands such as Skye.) For
22OOO y ago a large part of the shelf around the Outer
Hebrides is predicted to be above sea-level, providing a
ready platform for an eventual expansion of the ice sheet.
As rebound init ially exceeds the eustatic change the exposed
area expands and reaches a maximum at about
15000-13000 y BP (Fie.  2b)  and shal low water  (<100 m)
persists across much of the shelf area even though the eustatic
changes by this time are appreciable. Only after about
8000 y BP do the water depths approach the present-day
vatues.
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